Math 154

Website Search (5 points)

My web page can be found by typing in the URL: http://www.cabrillo.edu/~mladdon
Please try the links and answer the following questions. Return this to me the first week of class:

Home Page:
What is my name?

How many photos are on this page?

Where is my office?

Current Classes:
What courses am I teaching this semester?

Sites of Interest:
How many textbook links are on this page?

How many math links are on this page?

Class Expectations:
List 3 of the things you can expect from me.

List 3 of the things I can expect from you.

The Elementary Algebra (Math 154) Page:

Weekly Schedule and Assignments:
What problems are assigned for section 4.3?

What do I plan for us to be working on in the week of October 20? Is anything important happening that week?

Useful Links: Go to one of these sites. Tell me the name of the site and write a 2 or 3 sentence description of what that site contains.